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ABSTRACT
In this paper 45 item-writing rules for,..

multiple-choice tests presented in textbooks on educational
measurement in a previous study are identified. The) current study
presents a quantitative review of -the literature with respect to the

. empirical and theoretical evaluatignof these principles of
item- writing. Fifty-six studies that addressed at least one of the ,45
itqm-writing rules weWidentified. Twenty -one the iules have been

.
"studied empirically; 24 item-writing rules,have-no.empirical basis.
' The optimal number of options was the most frequently studied-rule,
with 18 studies cited. The major generalization from these studio is-

,r that three options maximiZe test reliability and efficiency. Type-k
items were evaluated in eight studies. Results' s'ggest that compared
to single-answer multiple-choice items,. type-15 items are morn
difficiatl.provide clues to sOme.examinees, and decreaie tekt
reliability and ef

b
iciency: Eight other studieS suggest some

!
empirical .is fo keeping the length of the-keyee option about the
same as other opti ns. This,review suggests that the majority of the
common principles of multiple-choice item writing are not empirically
based. (Author/DWH)
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A Quantitative Review,of lenearch on
Multiple-Choice Item Writink

Thomas M. Haladyna and $tevgn M. Downing
The American College Testing Program

Iowa City, IA 52243
1

ARSWCT

In a previous study the authors Iden?ified 45 item-writing rules for

multiple-chioce tests, presented by authors of textbooks in educational
0 .

measurement. The current study reports a quanEitative review of the

.

literature with respect to. the empirical and theoretical evaluaton of these

principles of ieem writing.

Fifer-six studiei hat addressed at least one of the 45 item-writing

roles were identified. Twenty-one (47%) of the rules have been studied

empirically; twerity-four (53%) item-writing rules have no empiric basis.

*
%

The optimal number of opt,.ions was the most frequently studied rule, with

t I . a
t

18 studies cited. The major generalization from these studies is that three,
f

options maximize test reliability and efficiency.

Type-k items were evaluated in eight studies. Results suggest that .

compared to single-answer multiple-choice Items, type-k items are mores,'

difficultprovide clues totome examinees, and decrease test reliability and

efficiency. Eight other studies suggest some empiricil basis for keeping Lne

length of the keyed option about the same as other options. All other, rules

had six or fewer studies.

'This review suggesthat the majority of the common principles of

multiple-choice item writing are not empirically based. -Current item-writing

practices remain more art than science.

A paper presented at the annual meeting of the American Educational Research
Association, Chicago, IL., April 1985. .
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Moat multiple-choice it-r.:m writers receive initial iiiitruction from any

number of textbooks that deal with educational or psychological testing. The

sum of knowledge about muliiple-chpice item writing is not found in any single

reference but exists-as lore passeddown from generation to generation through

these textbooks. Despite many advances in test theory in recent years, such

as generalizability'theory (Brennan, 1983), and item response"theory (Lord,

1980), item writing has noE yet advanced far as a science, although a number

of theories of item writing have been proposed (Bormuth, 1970; Raid and

Haladyna; 1982).
4

The present study is the second in 4 series of studies concerning
4

multiple-choice item-writing practices. The objective\in the first study.

(Haladyna El Downing, 1984) was .to examine these textbooks and identify the
04.

core of
4

knowledge about multiple-choice item writing. The objective in this

second study is to examine
\

the research base that supports item - writing

practices as promulgated in these textbooks. The studies date from 1925 to
y-

1984 and span a wide variety of test content, educational levels, test types,

and, of course, item-writing practices. Quantitative methods were used in an

effort to.,synthesize the results found in the studies. Before these are

discusscd, however, the Haladyna and Downing (1984) study will be reviewed as

a means of presenting the basis for the present research.

ti

An Analysis of Knowledge About Multiple-Choice Item Writing

Thirty7five textbooks ,that represent a wide range of perspectives and

periods in edycational testing have been identified (see Appebdix A).
o.

Instructional statements were identified in these textbooks, and organized by

six fundamental categories: (1) general item - writing advice--content concerns

() general item-writing advice--constrUction, (3) item advice focusing on

stem construction, (4) general'advice &ocusing, on option construction,

I
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(5 advice foZiusing.on construction of the correct optront and (6) advice,'

focusing on the construction of the dittraters (iticorrect options).

The researchers i4entified which passages in each textbook discussed

multiple-choice,item writing, and classified all of the instructional

`Statements contained these as a es It was possible o construct Eidy11 g

.author-by7rule matrix and observe the.number of instructional statements madA

by each textbook`authdr, the frequency of 9ccurrepce of each rule across all
p,

textbooks 'and the number of differen rules that exis&I in the textbook

literature.

' Initially,- 50 rules were identified. ,Upori closer examination, the list\

was refined to 45 rules, awl these formed the basisfor the present study.

Table 1 summarizes,the 45 rules according t4 the six categories previously

discussed.

Of these rules, 14 were identified as appearing most frequently. Three

of these rules could be loinsidered'general Advice, eight as.advice on option
S.

construction, and the remaining three suggestions on distracter conftruction.

Interestingly, many of the most frequentl,." sed'rule's are the kind that are

empirically testable (e.g., avoid the use of "none of the above"}, rather than
111

the type of rule that is based largelron common'senseAnd illnot easily

empirically testable (e.g., "avoid items based on opinions" or "make a good

transition from stem to vption"):

With respect to the frequency with which these rubes are cited, -Ebel

'(1979) 10 all other textbook authors. ,However, he cited only 58Z of all

rules. For.obher authors., this percentage of cita60,of all rules ragged

downward to 20%.
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Finally, tfie'researchers identified the number of aitationt to research

on Multiple- choice item writing- that each textbook contained. The number of

citations ranged from zefro to '24; with a median of 2,.5.

Thus it would appear that a body-e.f knowledge does\zast for multiple-

L.

41

°choice item writing. Most authors, lhowever do not appear to .use the research

literature to sisbstantike their Advice. They may instead depend on. what they

have learned through courses they have taken, experignes in item writing, and

other 'sources.

0

Thp present research study was a natural consequence of the first The

objearive of this study, as mentioned earlier in this paper, was to.explore

the research basis for these instructional statements on item writing. Mord

specifically, three questions were addressed in the present study:'

1. How many.studies dealjwith these item-writing rules?

C 2. Which of, the item writing rules have been most often studied?

3. For the rules that have been mostoften studied, what"

conclusions can be drawn regarding their validity?

METHOD

Design of the Study

This review is quantitative in the sense that the number of studies.,

reported in the literature and the frequency with which item-writing rules

have. been studied are its central foci. Further, results were evaluated in- '

terms of ratings of effects rather than by other more-subjective methods.
0

This procedure is A middle ground between the more traditional review

procedure and meta-analysis. The former type of research method is flawed by ,

the problem of subjectivity, The latter requires a large number, of studies

and data that can be aggregated, neitheroof which could be obtained for this

review. It was .not possible, therefore, to use meta-analysis techniques.

a.
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Search Procedures

The search for research.stddies dealing with any of the 45 Item-writing

rules began With a computerized Literature search on the topic "item

writing." Each of the papers identified was reviewed and was'eitheraccepted

or rejected for further Consideration. Many pagers dealt with theoretical

.

approaches to item writing,,such as those found in Rola and Helaine (1982),

and these were eliminated because these item-writing rules weNtnot the

concern)of this review.- References from those papers included, in this study

were examined for leads to other studies. Thit process Assured that most
7

a

relevant research was identified and incrlided in the present study.

Method for Classifying Studies

A coding sheet was used to classify each-Study. The oypes bf information'
.

coded' included (1) sample size, (2 )"test length, (I) type at test

a
(i.e., standardized achievement, 'classroom achievement, or Aptitude-abilit)),.

(4) approximate educational level of the examinees, (5) rules studied, .

I

(6) methodological, problems, and (7; a rating for each criterion involving

t

each rule. . -

Results were evaluated, on the basis of six criteria typically used in

,these studies: (1) item difficulty, (2) item discrimination, (3) reliability,

(4) validity, (5) efficiency (tbe time it takes to completes test); 'ind (6)

test score variance.

. Both aut:lors of the present'Rudv validated the rating form by

/
individually eating five studies and comparing ratings. The findings,showed

concurrence, so the. balance of theie papers were divided for 'review., In the

course of synthesizing these studies, all studies were reviewed again, and

discrepancies in classification were resolved through mutual agreement.

or

I
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Analysis of Results
-. ) *.

To answer the study question about how manvstudies.address item- writing

rules, the number of papers rated was counted. This simply provided an

overall measure of what kind of attention item - writing research has received
.N

in the 'empirical literature.
4.,

The second' question dealt with the 'frequency with which each item- writing

rule had, been studied. A frequency distribution u s created for nhe 45 rules.

It was more difficult to "draw conc usions'about the validity-of rules,

which was"the point of the third research questiop. All studigs with a

freTtency of two or more 'were subjected to additional review to determine if

any consensus could-be found among the studies.. The intent was to discover if
.

the rule had analytical or theoretical support as well as empirical support.

For some rulesk it.was possible. to synthesize all studies that discussed the

. rule.

- 4 4.

RESULTS iED DISCUSSION'

41.

To answer the firstquestion of this study, 56 studies were identified

that iddtelissed at least one of the 45 item - writing rules. These studies

varied widely, with respect to types of, tests, te* lengthg, sample sizes', and

educational levels of samples. All of these studies were published between

1925 and 1984: As the availability of computers improved studies in the 1970s

and 1980s, the method be.statistical analysis changed significantly:

Nonetheless, some of the best designed and most comprehensive studies were

completed in the 1920s.

\ Table 2 provides the frequency distribution of, the rulei-studied most,

often. As shown there, only. the rule dealing with nil! optimal number of

optionl has received major attention, while five other rules hive received

5
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moderate attention. All other rules were citdd four or fewer times; seven

rules received only oqe.citation, while 24 rules were not cited at all. The

balance of this section will be devoted to discussions of the research on the

most frequently studied rules.

Rule 20: Use three, four, or five options for an item,

'Studies .of.the ideal number of options can be divided into two discrete.

groups: (a)theoretical and analytical, or (b) empiricil. Each will .:(3
*0.

discussed in turit.

The 'earliest study of option n er, was by Lord .(1944), who developed a

formula for predicting changes in reliability as ki.function of the number of

options added to a multiple-choice item. Lord's data suggest that three-
.

option items are optimal. Tversky (1964) developed three criteria

(discri.minabtlity, power, 'and information of. a test) to evaluate 6e number of

choices ica multiple-choice item. He concluded that '0964, p 390):

Whenever the amount of time spent on the test is proportional
to its total,number of alternatives, the use of-three
alternatives ateachichoice point will m.ximize :the
amount of information obtained per time unit..

This finding has been supported, in subsequent studies by Ebell(1909),

Grier (1975; 1970), and by Lord (1977). Lord's study (1977) is most .

informative about the point at which three-option test .items are most

effective. Using item response theory, Lord presents item efficiency curves

to show that the three-teptiop item, prpvides maximum information in the mid-

range of the score scale, while the true-false item provides Kost informatibri

or high-sc6ring examines and the four-option or live-option item provfhes
,

the most information for low-scoring examinees. This is an interesting and

important observation that takes into account the prominence of guessing among

row-scoring examinees. (And of course, the four - option or five-option item

otters more protection against guessing.) BeCause high - scoring examinees are
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less likely'to guet4, Iwo options are sufficient for them. For most

1

examinees, providing three options appears to be optimal.

Test reliability is the only index of overall test quality compares in
A

1

all empirically based studies on the optimal number of options for multiple-
,

choice items, Otheecharacteristics of items and tests compared in these

studies were item.difficulty and discriminatio n, validity, testescore

variance, and efficiency.

Reliability. Table 3 presents reliability coefficients for the ten

studies that report reliability coefficients for tests with various numbers.of

options,. These reliabilities are computed by different formulas under the

conditionsof various test lengths, sample sizes, educational levels, and test-

content.

Tiible 3 shows ,that reliability is, in general, a monotonically increasing'
.

function of the' number of options, but that the incremental gain in

reliability is small when more than three - ?options are,used. The authors of

these studies Conclude that when efficiency is"taken into account -;the extra

effdrt needed to create additional options, and the extra time needed for

students to respond to longer items--either three or four options maximize

reliability. -

Efficiency. Several- studies iixamine efficiency for various numbers' of
ti

. options. Efficiency is variously defined from "absolute time to complete.to ,

the relative efficiency of i'nformatiot bits gained per unit of., time. For

example, Williams and Edel ('1957),conclude that two or" three options are most

'efficient, but in in earlier study, Ruch andiSioddard (1925) state that two orI
five options maximize efficiency. In generak,-these studies conclude that

three or four options are most efficient.
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'LtEnddiscrifninatios. Several studies report item

di ficutty and discrimination, and the results are mixed and contradictory.

For example, Charles (1926) reports that fitre optlpn items are the most

difficult and two option'items are .4,he least difficult. Costin (1972) reports

),
no differettes in item difficulty or discrimination between three and four

options. Park Ind SomeKs (1983) show no diffeences in difficulty between

four and five option item.- Stratonand Catti (19801.compare two, three, and

00

four options and report-that three-option and four-option items ye nearly '

equeil in difficulty? but-that three-option items, discriminate better than
Jr

,four7option items.

In summary, the relationship of the number of options to test reliability
4

.'is the most frequently studied ,.item writing practice. In general, test

. ,

reliability is shown to vary directly with the number of options from two to

fivt. However, the incremental gain in test reliability when a fourth or

fifth optioh is added is very small. In ge7ieral,' thebt stpdies show that test
I

efficiency is to be maximized by three or four options. Item difficulty and

discrimination show mixed results for two to five options and no con...lusions .

a.4; rewarranted.Validity w's studied in only one study (Ruch. E* Stoddard,

1925), which.showed.that five options increased criterion-related validity.

Rule lir Avoid type-W items.

)5f the studies involving type-k items, all but one involved comparisons

with the type-x (multiple true-false) format. Therefore, comparisons with
k

conventional multiple-choice were limited to two studies, but the'other

studies, involving the x-type items, provide additionAl insights about the

type-7k.

a

Parker and Somers (1983) compared the type-k format with,four-option and

five-option multiple- choice items, and.- found the type-k format. more difficulr

1

a



as) cwelj as"fess reliable than the other two formats. Hughes and Trimble

(1965) compared a precursor' of the type-k format's4here the bpticin "both are'

.
U

correct" is used., Their findings,indioated higher reliablity for,the-"both"
.

. . * a . /
. .

option as wetl,as higher variance of test scores. DiffiCulty was m. It \,

.

unaffected. In a replication, they found that 'the "bothirioption, when.,,,
.

...

.

ilompared to a conventional format, increased reliability-and variance and 'also .

roduced morl difficult items. A second replication yielded rvisults similar'
.. , , _ ..

%1
to those of the first repLicatign--more difficulty and greater tleliability., .

No effect on item discrimination was detec..ed. This contradicts' the finding

'

e - c .
,.

.

of higher ronliability for this "format. -because item-discrimination and

.

reliability are functionalfi related.
. .

The results of the studies involiiing type-4 a d type-x items are somewhat

mixed. Further, this,research'is somewhat confounded because scoring oyster',

for type-7x items vary significantly, and because the chance levels for type-k

and type-x items are 'not the same, which makes test scale comparisons somewhat

problematic.

Regarding Item difficulty, the results of the. studies are mixed, perhaps

owing to the variety of scoring methods for type-x formats. Albanese, Kent,

of

and Whitney (1979), Harasym, Norris and Lorscheider (1980) and Kolptad,

Briggs, Bryant, and Kolstad (1983) report the type-k formatproduced.easier

items, while Albanese, Kent,. and Whitney (1977) found the opposite.. ,Noneof,.

\ -

these studies addressed item disriminatian, Three studies l sbanese et al.,
ea

1977; Albanese et al., 1979; and, Harasym et al., 1980) all reported tower

reliability,with the type-k format, while only Hill and Woods (l9,6).rellort no

.ferOIces between type-k and ,type--x formats. With respect to validity, only-

stadies1Hill & Wodds, 1916; Albanese et al., 1979) reported no

differences.

12
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In summarizing these results, it must be noted that the paucity of

studies comparing type-k with conventional multiple-choice items is a serious

limitation. However, these studies present some strong arguments against

type-k formats.

1. In most circumstances, this format seems to produce more difficult

items. Although increased difficulty need not be a problem, it can be if not

taken into account when a test with both type -k items and items that have

other formats is assembled.

2. The suspicion that type-k items provide clues is shared by Hitikisym et

al., (1980) and Albanese (1982) who offer evidence in sup sort of this

belief. It appears pat, unlike knowledge about the truth of a primary

option, knowledge about the falsity of an option helis eliminate the secondary

choices in the type-k format. It therefore seems very possible that type-k

items help clue examinees, partitularly low-scoring ones. 'However 'this.needs

to be more extensively studied. .
o

3. It is clear that type-k items are less reliable in most instances.

4. Perhaps toe most..compelling reason for rejecting the type-k item is

that it is more inefficient to construct and more laborious to read. More of

the conventional multiple-choice items than the type-k items can be given per

unit of time.

5. Finally,,the finding of Hill and Woods (1976) that students prefer x-

type over k-type cannot be ignored. Although hardly a sufficient condition,

face validity is certainly necessary in the Choice of a'test format.

Rule 29: Keep the length of options fairly consistent.

Eight studies concerning the effect of presenting the keyed optiori as the

longest. alternative were reviewed. All of these studies evaluated the effect

of the key being the longdskt option on item difficulty, while some studies

13



also evaluated the effect of this flacon item discrimination, test

reliability, and .concurrent validity.

Board and Whitney (1972) found that length of keyed options made/ no

overall difference in test difficulty: However,cthey also found that less
o

able students tended to usq the clue of longer keyed options more than abler-
,

students. Both test.reliability and concurrent validity were decreased'by the

length flaw. In the design of this study, course final examination score was

used as a bloOking variable.'

Chase (1964) gag() found that the length of the correct opticin had no

effect on difficulty, but concluded that the 'response set to select the

longest option interacts with item difficulty. For more difficult items,

then, students tend to use the length clue, but for easier items they do not. .

All other studies reviewed concluded that the length flaw produced easier

items. Jones and Kaufman (1975), in a study of :esponse set, found that

higher -sting students use the length clue more than do lower-scoring

Students.. An internal total test score Criterion was used to block high and

low-scoring students in this study.

Evans (1984) .and Strang (1977) found longer keyed options to be easier

than sh x er keyed options. Dunn and Goldstein (1959) and McMorris et al.

(1972) luded that the length clue made'items easier, but had no effect on

reliability andjalidity. Weiten (1984) also found theAtonger keyed

alternative to be easier, but there was no effect on item discrimination, test

reliability, or validity.

In summary, most studies conclude that the use of long correct options

makes items easieri In the only two studies that
)note no such effect, student

ability was used as a blocking variable with contradictory results. The

difference in measures of student ability used in these two studies may

141



account.for the contradictory findings. This item writing flaw lowers test

reliability and concurrent validity in only one of the_eight studies reviewed.

,Rule 30: Avoid the use of "none of the above".

\A total.of six studies that discussed the use of "none of the above" were

reviewed. These studies examined the effect of this option on item difficulty

and discrimination and bn test reliability and validity.

-47

Schmeiser and Whitney (1975b), in an extens.ive<Study of the use of the

"none of the above" option, round that the effect on difficulty and

discrimination on tests of different subject matter was mixed. According to

their findings, test reliability and gelidity were slightly decreased by the
9it

use of this option.

Wesman and Bennett (1946) observed no effect on item difficulty 'and a

mixed result on item discrimination. The data from this study are, hotever,

o;fficult to interpret. A mixed effect on test difficulty and item

discrimination were also reported by Williamson and Hopkins (1967). Howiver,

examination reliability was lower for this type of option.
Y1

Studies by Dudycha and Carpenter (1973), Hughes and Trimble (1965), and

Rimland (1960b, concluded that "none-of the above" increased it

rdifficulty. Dudycha and Carpenter (1973) and Hughes and Trimbl (1965) also

found lower test reliability, but Rimland (1960b) did not evaluate the effeCt

of this practice on reliability.

In summary, no concluslort can be reached about the effect of "none of the

above" on item difficulty. Three studies found that this option increased

item difficulty, but three studies reported no effs..ct or mixed results. Three.

studies found that the /se of this option lowers test reliability. There is

no consensus about the effect on item discrimination. Only one study
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evaluated concurrent validity effects (9-chmeider & Whitney, 1975b), and it

found validity slightly aecreased,by use of "none of the above."

Rule 17: State the stem in either .a question form or a sentence form.

This f=ide hai received moderate, attention in the research literature.

Six studies are'citad fBoaid & Whitney, 1972: Dedycha & Carpc.Iter, 1 73; Dunn

& Goldstein,' 1959; Schrock & Mueller. 1982; Schmeiser & Whitney, 1975a;

1975b). As fast othe Instances, the test lengths, test types, educatioxial-4

levc'.s of examinees, test content, and other facto vary significantly across

'these papers. Despite this variability,some definite trends in f.ndings

about this rule can be reported. In four of. the six svudies, Incomplete stems

were found to be more difficult. While.the practical magnitude of this, .,

Difference is small, it could affect test assembly, because a preponderance of

:.omplete stems will proeace a systematically more difficult test..

Typically; discrimination was unaffecte y

*,

Reliability and validity appear to be slightly effe 'ed, but this resul'-. may

leteness of the stem.

dui 6) the Wet:, i which uiscriminatten was calculated. When LI,e upper 27%

1°.* .o.lower 27% indey, s used insteki of the pniA-biierial, discrimination may

not be accuzCately estimated, since the former is only an approximation of the

mot-, desirable latter. Since discriminaL,c:A and reliability are functionely
'

related, significant differe..ces in discrithinat;on logically lead to
J

significant differences in reliability.

Thus, based on this limited :et of :;tudies, it is possible to draw the

preliminary'concluSion that the incomplete stem is a less effective item-

Wr, g stratej than the question format. Wh'.14 the differences between the

two stem ypes are slight, the replication of finding: builds support for tt}is

conclusion in the absence of-further studies. /

16 13
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Rule 35': Balance the key; that is, make sure the correct option is found an
e ual number of times in each 6 tion 'ositi9n if ossible.

Six stud;es concerning key balancing were reviewest in the present

research. The results of these studies were mixed. Four studies reported

that the position of the keyed iesporise affected item difficulty and two
0

studies reported the opposite.
;

Ace trld Dawis (1973), Jones and Kaufman (1975), Evans (1984), and

McNamara and Weitzman (1945), report that the position of the key is related

to item difficulty. Ace and Dawis (1973) found that the fifth position for

the keyed response war the most difficult for,examinees and the third position

wa, next most difficult.

Botli Marcus (1963) and Wilber (1966) report that there is no evidence of

a positional response set or a relationship between position of the key and

Rule 20: Don't clue through grammatical errors.

This rule refers to the inadvertent use of incorrect grammar to clue

el.aminees to the correct option. Only four studies can be reported which have

studied the validity of this rule.

Evans (1984) reported that grammatical cluing made items easier end..

increased the variability of the test scores. McMorris, Brown, Snyder, and

.Pruzek (1972) found th0 tAhis fault made items easier, but no effect was noted

on reliability or validity. Weiten (1984) found that difficulty and

discrimination were not affected by grammatical inconsistency. Interestingly,

the results for reliobility were mixed, and the results for validity were

inconclusive. Huntley and Flake (1980) found no support for cluing through

grammatical inconsistency.

Nevertheless, it seems sensible to avoid grammatical error, just to

support the fate validity of the'test. In the absence of more concILIsive

14
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0- empirical evidence, the rule should stand on the grounds that grammatical

clues detract from face validity.

Rule 16: Avoid window dressing in the stem.

0-* A The effect of window dressing--extraneous material- ;in the stem of the

item was investigated in four of the studies reviewed.

Rimland (1960a)' found that window dressing decreased' test reliability,

ea.

discrimination, variance, and concurrent validity. Schrock and Mueller (1982)

reported that window dressing made test items more difficylt and took students

longer to complete than items.without window dressing. However, this item

flaw did not affeCt test reliability.

Board and Whitney (1972) found that less able students performed better

on items with window dressing than more able students. Thei'e was no overall

effect on mean test difficulty, but a decrease in test reliability was

reported. However, Schmeiser and Whitney (1975a) reported little or no effect

of window dressing on item difficulty or test reliability.

In summary, three of the four studies-reviewed suggest that window

dressing has an adverse effect on at least some students.
4

Rule 24: Don't leave blanks in the middle of ttie stem.

This rule is similar to the rule about using a question stem rather than

a stem that is an incomplete statement. The 'rule atose'from verbal analogy

items, so it hits limited Applicability, but the effect that leaving blanks in

the middle of the4stem sentence has on item and test characteristics may be of

interest. Silverstein and McClain (1963) were among the first to examine the'

O

,effect of blanks in items, although they allude to a study by Campbell (1961)

o
in which a design flaw makes the 'results questionable. Silverstein and

McClain (1963) found no effects when the blank was systematically varied in

the stem; Ace and Dawis (1973) describe the dispute between Campbell and his

"
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adversaries and offer partial support for both sides. Changes in the

structure of the analogy did notIchange difficulty, but the interaction of

this change and the position of the correct response did appear vlo affect
tz,

difficulty. .

Schrock and Mueller (1982) offer the only study that addresses this,rule

as it applies to items not based on analogies. (eir findings seem to suggest

virtually no effect on difficulty, rtest score variance, or response time, bat,
I

mi.xed.lresults were reported for reliability.

.;The findings from these reports suggest that this, rule is 'Still strongly
(

in need of further study. However, there does.not seem to be .any harm in

leaving a blailk in the middle of the stem. Until mote evidence is marshalled
.

.

to support it, the rule appears to have questionable va idity.
k\

45.1r

Rule 38: Use plausible distracters.

This rule, like several others, appears to be based on common sense;

empirical testing seems hardly necessary. Yet three, very different studies

discuss its applicability.

The first of these, by Weiten (-1984), compawd plausible and 'implausible

options, and found that flawed items were less difficult, but not less

discriminating. No differences were observed for reliability or validity,
1

,/
since the variance of test scores was maintained so that the testwiseness

clues in these implausible distracters assisted all ability levels of

examinees equally.

Smith (1982) used a very small saple of 4tudents and items to examine
\

the tendency for students to etermil the right answer by using a eachable

strategy. Smith,concludes\that test-taking may be a learned skill, an that

learning the skill may affect test.scores. If distracters aie written as

variations of correct answers, as Smith contends, then convergence, theory may
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explain the development of testwiseness and maY, indicate that test scores are

'artificially inflated if distiacters are plausible.
N

The third study, by Owens, Hanna, and Coppedge (1970), compareS three -

methods.of generating or selecting distracters: the judgmental method, the

frequencimethod, and the discrimination method. The judgmental method, in

which the item writer invents the most plausible distracters, was directly

compared to the frequency method, in which the actual responses that students

madi to,open-ended questions were tallied and those written most frequently

were used in subsequent multiple-choice tests. Results were mixed, at.least
a

with respect to reliability mid /ialidity. Difficulty and test score variation
,t

did not seem to be affected.

On the surface, it seems obvious that implausible distracters are not

desirable. Yet two of the three studies provide compelling evidence that

plausible distracters may be more easily eliminated by testwise examinees. .

The study by Wens et al. (1970) suggests that distracters for a test should
,

be field tested and that the distracters should be chosen because they have

negative discrimination and negative item charact'eristic curves.

Rule 40: Don't use distracters that clue testwise examinees.

Sarnecki (/979) has presented a very complete analysis of testwiseness.

Testwiseness is an examinee characteristic and thus outside the scope of this
. .116.

reviewle however, some elements of teem writing are influenced by

testwiseness. Only three studies that discuss cluing answers by violating

item-writing principles other than the rule of grammattai consistency were

ide49fked. \

Each of the three studies. focus on the repeating of a word or phrate from

the stem in the correct option; which is a ,testwisencss clue. McMorris et al.

(1972) and Weiten (1984) found that only item difficulty is affected by such

17
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cluing. While Pyrczak (1973) did not replicate these. findings,' he did find

that testviseness cou;d be taught and that some students could increase scores

,after training.

Despite the sit' _arity in the design of these three studies, the rule

discussed,appears Logically sound. The use of specific determiners (e.g.,'

and
11

"always to arm neverIf ), the use of cognates in the stem and correct option, and

th Age of ridiculous options should provide unfair advantage to testwise

icudets. Thus the rule should be supported on the grounds of prudence, but

should be interpteted in Light of.the findings of Smith (1982) and Weitep
4

(1984), discussed for RUle 38.

Rule 37: Use common errors of students for distracters,

This rule was briefly mentioned in-nonjunction'wiWhe study by Owens et

al.,(1970) supOort4ng Rule 36.' Their method for generating distracters was to

use a completion format and have students respond. The errors that appeared

most frequently were the base& for constructing distracters,and produced good

results according to their study. To take this principle a step further,

student errors might also be evaluated in terms.of their discriminating ppwer;

such distracters should have negative discrimination and negative item

characteristic curves. The study by Powell and Isbi,ter (1974) is unique in

this review and worthy of more extensive attention. It examined the response

patterns inherent in correct andlailcOrrect answers, challenged the assumption

that no useful information is available io, wrong answers. This work suggests

.

an interesting propositi...1 that has received recent attention in other, more

thebretical discussion of item riting:, that items should have diagnostic

distracters that provide informition that not only increases test reliability

,(Haladyne, 1984) but, also permits diagnostil instruction' (kid, 1984).
.

21
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Rule 31: Avoid the use of "all of the above."

Whilst most textbook authotlt recommend against using the "all df the

above" option, only two studies can be reported here that addres4 s this rule.

Dudycha and Carpenter (1973).report that use of,"all of the above" makes items

more difficult and less discriminating: Hughes and Trimble (1965) report that

items that use the option "both of the above," described earlier as a

precgrsor to the typek format, are more diffiCul,b, but that both variance and

reliability appear to be increased. These findings contradict those of

Dydycha and Carpentej (1973).

In light of this disagreement, it is difficult to evaluate this rule.

Authors and.tealchers are cautioned against recommending such item'writing
4

practices without more experience or data to support such a rule.

Rule 34 Use the option "I don't know."
-N V

is option is intended to reduce the incidence of examinee guedsing.

Sand rson (1973) examined "don't know" in a clinical education setting and

found that theft was a slight distortion of scores by those sing this

option. Sherman (1974) examined National Assessment of Educational Progress.

data and found differences according to age, region,.ethnic background, and

even personality, in response patterns to this option. These findings are

particularly impressive since these data are a national probability sampld

representing the entire United States.

Although only two studies have examined this rule, the evidence appears

overwhelmingly in favor of rejecting its validity.. Although it is meant to

reduce guessing, guessing is confounded and testwiseness is rewarded. It is

thus difficult to justify the use of an "I don't know" option.

2219
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Other Findings

Seven othdr rules received only one 'Citation an empirical study. The

findings are presented in Table 4. In this table, e author and rule are

identi6fed and a Loi score is used to determine whetyr the rulelis supported

on various grounds such asedifficulty, discrimination, reliability, and

These findings. are presented here for completenes,s but are not

discussed further because only one study has been ,identifies for each rule.

The remaining 24 rules received no attention.

4
CONCLUSIONS

Only 56 studies were found'to..bear direceiy on the validity of 45 item-

.

writing rules: testimony enough that there has not been sufficient research

to support most of them, although common sense and face validity suggest that

many of the rules are legitimate.

125
The frequency with which rules have been empirically tested is directly .

related to the number of studies. Many of these st3dies address, mOre than on

(

0

rule, but few rules have beep studied more than fart- times, and many rules' are

substantiated by little or no empirical research.

The optimal number of options that a multiple-choice item should have has

received considerable attention. Empirical research apports theoretical

study in indicating that three options achieve the optimal balance between

reliability and efficiency. It is suprising, considering the evidence, that

virtually all authors of textbooks favor multiplechoice items with four or

five options and that nearly all standardized tests use more than three

opions.

The other rules do not -lave a firm foundation in research. Further study

of the validity of itemwriting rules is necessary. The paragraphs that

follow. suggest some fruitful areas for exploration.

20
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1. It is desirable to find methods to improve the developrent of items
-

that measure higher-level thinking. Few of the proposals in.textbooks and
4

other sources (e.g., killer, Williams, and Haladyna, 1978), have met with

practical success.

2\ The research to date partiC-iitelly that of Lord (1977), indicates .

A

that item performance improves -when distracters,have negative item

characteristic curves (i.e., negative discrfmination). Ideally, distracters

should have.a diagn'ostic value. When a student selects a distracter; some

valuable corrective teaching should be possible. A procedure like the.answerT
.

until-correct is a steLin this direction and may prove to be a rewarding, area

fOr research.'

3. The large number of rules yet'unstudied provides a source for future

% research. Item writers need to know, the merits or demerits of the "all"

option, the "none" option, and the ,"don't know" option.

Methodological Concerns

Any studies reviewed for this paper are flawed. Fureher studies on

A

item-writing rules must, to be of value, have a %sound experimental design.

'Each of.the factors under consideration must be well defined and completely

tested via main effects and interactions. The samples of items and examinees

must be sufficient to maintain a reasonable power for statistical tests.

Item difficulty and test difficulty have been vastly overemphasized in

studies ofiltem-writing rules. The effects of an item - writing' practise on

discrimination, reliability, validity, and efficiency are much more important

and merit more attention. IRT methods may *provi important insights to the

effects of item-writing practices on test characteristics.

It is imperative that studies report the basic data used for analysis.

Means and standard deviations are vital if the results of the study are to be

properly interpreted.
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Statistical tests are only the beginning of an analysis. The researcher

should routinely report the effect size so that a standard can be used to

evaluate a result. For large samples, virtually the smallest, most trivial

difference is statistically significant. For small: samples, a very large

difference may be statistically insignificant.
IP

Finally, it seems appLAlriate that item-writing practices should be based )

on item-writing theories, such a* those suggested by Bormuth (1970) and Hivefy

(1974). In addition to aiding in the definition of the. construct to be

measured,(a necessary condition for the desirable construct validity), these

.

theories also provide
e
the bases for empirical research on the development of

multiple-choice items.

I
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''Table 1

Coding System for '

Classifying Instructional atatements on
Wltiple-Choice Item Writing

Ceneral_Item-iirifing Advice

1. Avoid textbook, verbatim phrasing, of ems.
2. Avoid trick questions.
3. Avoid opinion-based items.

0
4. Base each item on an educational objective.

,V

5. Use types of items that elicit higher-level thinki*ng (variaWauthors
give examples and specific advice), b..,

6; Test for important facts and 'Unowledge. " .

7. Avoid items which require overspecific knocfledge.

General Advice

8. Minimize examinee readiiig by limiting item length.
9. Use good grammar consistent*, making sure that the item and the .

options agree grammatically.
10. Focus on a single, clearly definedproblem
11., Consider vocabulary when phrasing the item;

the intended audience.
12. Allow sufficient time for the development,

the item.
13. Avoid interdepeidence of.itemq or avoid all

another.
14. Format the item either horizontally or vert

Item Advice Focusing on Stem Construption

in,phrasing the que o

kdep it appropriate

review, dad revision

owing one italm to cue

icakl6y.

15. Ensure that the directions in theitem stem are clear and that
wording lets the examinee know what is being tested. d

16. Avoid window dresaing (extraneous materials) in the stem.
17.. State the stem in either a quest41, form'or a sentence forrywith

options completing the stem.
18. Use either the best answer or correct answer foe at.
19. Avoid type-k,items,.i.e., items that list a series of statements and

then provide combinations of these statements as options.
20. Don't clue the correct response through a grammatical error. .

21. Word the stem positively; avoidnegatives.
22. Make a good transition 'from the stem to the options.
23. Include the central idea and most of the text of the item in the

stem.

24. Stems should be left open at the end;don't leave blanks in the
middle of the stem that vier to options.
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Item Advice Focusing on Option Construction

'General Advice

25. Items with different numbers of options may appear on the same test.
26. Use three, four or five options for an item.
27. Keep a logical order to options; if quantitative, keep'options in

ascending or descending oilier.
28. Keep options independent from one another'
29. Keep the length of options fairly consiste.A.
34. Avoid the use of "none of the above".
31. Avoid the use of "all of the above."
32. Use the option "I don't know."
33. Keep options homogenous in cont,mt and grammatical structure.
34. Phrase options positively, not negat.vely.

Correct Option

35. Balance the key; that is, make sure the correct option is found an
equal number of times in each option position, if possible.

36. Make sure there is one and only one correct option.

Distracters

37. Incorporate common errors of students in deJeloping distracters;
anticipate what distracter is most likely to attract unprepared
examinees.

38. Avoid illogical distracters; use plausible distracters.
3S. Avoid specific determiners (e.g., never, always) in distracters.
40. Avoid distracters that can clue testwise examinees.
41. Avoid technically phrased distracters.
42. Use incorrect paraphrases as distracters.
43. Use familiar-looking but incorrect statements as distracters.
44. Use true statements that do not correctly answer the question as

distracters.
45. Use irrelevant clues for distracters.



Table 2

Frequency of Studies for Each Item Writing Rule

Number Rule Frequency

26 Use three, four, or ire options for an item. 18

19 Avoid type-k items. 8

29 Keep the length of options fairly consistent. 8

30 Avoid the use of "none of the above." 6

17 State the stem in either a question form or
a sentence form.

6

35 Balance, the key,

20 Don't clue thro,.i:1 grammatical errors.

16 Avoid window dressing in the stem. 4

24 Don't leave b1a4s in the middle of the stem. 4

38

40

Use plausible distracters.

ri
Don't use distracters that clue testwlse examinees.

3

3

37 Use common errors of students for distracters. 2

31 Avoid the use of "all of the above." 2

32 110.1 the option "I don't know." 2

7 other rules had one study each. 1

24 other rules had no stiartili cited. 0
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Table 3

Reliability Coefficients for Items
of Two to Five Alternatives

\
.

Number cf.213ns--

2 3 4 5

Charles (1926) .477. .624 .680

Costin (1970) - .560 .500, -

Costin (1972) - .750 .780

Parker & Somers (1983) - - .532 .562

. _

Rambs & Stern (1973) - - .860 .890

Ruth & Charles (1928) .477 \.. .624 - .680

Ruch & Stoddard (1925) .737 .598 -
,..

.796

Straton & Catts (1980) .470 .730 .680 SION

Wakefield (1958) .860 .890 .920 .930

Williams & Ebel (1957) .954 .945 .945

1
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Table 4

Effects of Rules Evaluated in Single Studies

Test Characteristicsa

Rule Difficulty Discrimination Reliability

"Baker (1971) 4- +/-

Dudycha &
Carpenter (1973) 21 +/1

Dunn & CoLdstein .

(1959)

Kolstad, Goaz,
& Kolstad (1982) 36 0

Strang (1977) 41

ION

Strang _(1977) 4.3

Terranova (1969) 34 +-

0

0

V ®1 idity

Oaf

Note: Interpretation of symbols

a. Positive effect +
Negative effect -
Inconclusive effect 0
Mixed effect +/-

30
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